Convolutional neural networks (CNN) 
Introduction
The origin of CNN dates back to early 1980s when Fukushima invented Neocognitron [9] . Later CNNs went out of spotlight due to lack of computation power (e.g. GPU) and sufficient labelled training data to avoid overfitting in supervised learning. The return of CNNs was paved by Krizhevsky et al. [18] in 2012 ILSVRC. They utilized both ImageNet dataset [6] and NVIDIAs CUDA for reducing runtime [33] . Inspired by the success of AlexNet several CNNs are invented that are deeper and stronger in architecture [32, 13, 34] . CNNs still require huge amount of labelled training data to yield optimal performance. Luckily, training CNNs on a large and diverse enough dataset help them to transfer features across a wide range of tasks [28, 1, 43] . ImageNet acts as the source of humongous amount of labelled data. Feature-representation transfer and parameter transfer [25] are by far the top two transfer learning techniques used by deep learning community. The former transfers off-the-shelf CNN features from base to target task and the latter transfers the learned parameters. Both of these techniques assist training on the target task with limited labelled data and increase performance of the target model over random initialization. Transfer learning works well when the learned features are generic to both target and base tasks [43] . Transferring learned features can be utilized for target tasks by training classifier (e.g. SVMs) [5] as well. Sharif et al. [30] also trained SVMs with transferred features from ImageNet pre-trained CNNs for other computer vision tasks.
Hinton et al. [14] introduced fine-tuning for the first time by transferring knowledge from a generative to discriminative model. Later this approach was exploited with success by [12, 10, 44, 42, 24, 29, 7] . The basic sequence behind fine-tuning is to replace the last classification layer of an ImageNet pre-trained network with a randomly initialized new classification layer as per the target task. Then the modified new model goes through forward-backward propagations to tune gradient descent on the target set. Although almost every contemporary research prunes classification layer to follow basic transfer learning pipeline [36, 15, 21, 7] , Azizpour et al. have trained external classifier (SVM) with the extracted outputs of pre-trained classification layer of AlexNet. They reported that this layer's features are only for tasks that are subset of ImageNet semantic labels. This layer's features are also reported to be efficient in classifying medical images by transfer learning [35] . Moreover, Azizpour et al. [1] reports increasing depth (new convolution layers) of network before the first fully-connected (FC) layer performs better transferring of knowledge for both the distant and similar target tasks compared to fixed networks. On the other hand, Wang et al. [41] demonstrated growing new layers after second FC layer help the adaptation of preexisting layers for target tasks. The following are the main contributions of this paper.
• Wang et al.'s [41] developmental learning motivated us to increase network depth for better fine-tuning. In contrary to [1] , we employ pre-trained classification layer in the fine-tuning process and observe that this layer is efficient for improving classification performance of both similar and dissimilar target sets to ImageNet as shown in Figure 1 (row 2). So, we hypothesize that the presence of this layer (1000 × 4096 dimensional parameters) is vital to increasing depth of network because they carry high order image-level information. Therefore, we consider pre-trained classification layer as the last FC layer and append new layers beyond pre-trained classification layer. We find careful normalization is essential to create coordination between pre-trained and new activations. Moreover, we observe that augmenting multiple layer can further boosts up performance.
• To investigate optimal fine-tuning of our depth augmented network, we design an incremental layerlayer fine-tuning scheme. We systematically demonstrate that increasing the depth of network beyond pretrained classification layer benefits transfer of knowledge to new tasks for both fine-grained and coarse datasets. Our depth augmented networks also outperform contemporary fine-tuning approaches having different network architectures e.g. fixed capacity network, depth or width augmented network.
• We present various interesting findings from our empirical study e.g. fine-tuning the whole transferred network except only highly generic layers is observed to be optimal, for new layers learn rate has to be greater than global and that is dependent to target set and size of new layers.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the related research in transfer learning. Details of our proposed depth augmented networks and incremental layer fine-tuning scheme for evaluating performance are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the study and analysis of our experimental results. Section 5 summarizes our contributions.
Related Work
Several works have experimented with developmental and lifelong learning [31, 4, 37, 26] which is in line with our approach to grow network capacity and learn. Our depth augmented network differs from models [38, 39] which increase network for memorizing new target sets. In contrary to contemporary research [41, 1] , we grow network depth beyond classification layer (FC8 for AlexNet and FC16 for VGG16). Yosinsky et al. [43] show fine-tuning highly generic layers learn same generic features from target set that does not harm performance with similar source-target sets but harms dissimilar source-target sets. Their dissimilar split has natural versus man-made objects which does not portray correct visual dissimilarity. We plan to investigate their claim by our incremental layer wise fine-tuning scheme for both fine-grained and coarse datasets. Tajbakhsh et al. [35] have an incremental layer fine-tuning scheme which has a different layer update process than our proposed incremental layer fine-tuning scheme.
After implementing both feature and parameter transfer based learning with ImageNet pre-trained AlexNet Girshik et al. [10] made a curious claim to reduce the learning rate during fine-tuning to avoid "clobbering the initialization" of the pre-trained CNN. On the other hand, Nicholas et al. [2] reports global learn rate for transferred layers is optimal. For growing networks by augmenting new FC layers, they [41] have trained their newly augmented layers with 10 times more learn rate than other layers. We investigate their claim for increasing learn rate and report different outcomes. In the next sections, we will explain the architecture, methodology and target sets to address several gaps in the literature for transfer learning with depth augmented deep networks.
Depth Augmented Networks
This section presents the details of our proposed depth augmented network for optimal fine-tuning.
Architecture Overview
Let us assume that the pre-trained network representation module X P consists of N layers including the classification layer. L N denotes N th layer with hidden activation H N ∈ R N k , layer L N has N k units. Let W N be the weights and B N be the biases of N th layer. That is,
, where f (.) is a non-linear function, such as ReLU [22] . The new classifier module is denoted as C. We increase the depth capacity of the network by constructing a new FC layer L N +1 having S neurons on top of classification layer L N . We evaluate our growing network in several different combinations where S ∈ {512, 1024, 2048, 4096}. This depth augmented network is denoted by X D as shown in third row of Figure 1 . Appending new layers create new activations, let us assume
is the new representation which is fed into C. In line with [41] , appended layer is considered to be an adaptation layer which allows for suitable compositions of pre-existing parameters and avoid unwanted modifications to the pre-trained layers for their adaptation to the new task. Moreover, we increase network depth beyond layer L N by multiple new FC layers (L N +1 and L N +2 ) as shown in the fourth row of Figure 1. As multiple layers have more capacity to learn from scratch on the target task, we hypothesize that it will allow pre-trained parameters to adapt only necessary tuning without introducing noisy modifications. For growing multiple layers we experiment with the same set S for each layer in various combinations.
Normalization Scheme
For establishing harmony between the learning of new and pre-trained parameters and reducing sensitivity to random initialization, we introduce batch normalization and adaptive scaling scheme in line with [16] to proposed networks. This is motivated by a recent work [19] that uses a combination of multi-scale pre-trained CNN features from several layers. Normalization and scaling scheme is placed in between fully-connected layers and non-linear functions. We put normalization scheme after pre-trained classification layer and newly appended layers for our evaluation. Normalization scheme first normalizes the activations H of each channel by subtracting the mini-batch meanĤ and then dividing by the mini-batch standard deviation σ as follows.
Finally after shifting the input by a learnable offset β the scheme scales input by a learnable scale factor γ.
Parameter Fine-tuning
All new parameters of layers L N +1 and L N +2 are randomly initialized during fine-tuning. Parameter fine-tuning is similar to training CNNs, during fine-tuning the following cost function is minimized with respect to the pre-trained weights W :
where |I| denotes the number of training images in the target set, I i represents the i th training image which has the corresponding label y i . The probability is denoted by p(y i |I i ) for classifying I i . Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [3] is used for minimizing cost function, while finetuning the cost over the entire training set is approximated with the cost over mini-batches. W N t denotes the weights of N th layer at t th iteration andL is the cost function over mini-batch of size M , then parameters updated for next iteration is as follows:
where, α N is the learning rate of N th layer, Υ denotes the scheduling rate for decreasing learn rate at every 10 epochs. The contribution of previous parameters update in the current iteration is represented by momentum µ.
Let,
, where X t is the fine-tuned network and F T (.) is a function which fine-tunes successive layers of X D and C starting from layer L N . To fine-tune parameters and evaluate our depth augmented networks, we have followed our designed incremental layer fine-tuning scheme stated in Algorithm 1. For each loopiteration, we initialize the parameters with pre-trained or depth augmented CNN, fine-tune layers and record test accuracy. More specifically, only the last FC layer is tuned in the first iteration. The next iteration tunes the last and penultimate FC layers. This procedure to incrementally add the previous layer in the tuning is repeated until all the layers in the network is tuned. Note that in every iteration, we initialize with pre-trained CNN to make fair comparisons of the outcomes. After all layers are tuned, the inner loop terminates. We iterate every fine-tuning for 2000 iterations with a batch size of 100 and momentum 0.900. A global learn rate of 0.005 is used with a piece-wise scheduler which lowers down the learn rate to 10 times less than the previous one at every 10 epochs. To avoid overfitting while tuning, L2-regularization is used by setting the value of λ = 0.004. 
T A ← X t (J) 6: i ← i + 1 7: end for This empirical value is found to be optimal for our evaluation. This is not too large to underfit and not small enough to overfit the model on target sets. On this note, we avoided L1-regularization because it shrinks features for filtering out important features which might lead to drop in performance for treating classification layer having 1000 features as the FC layer. 
Performance Study And Analysis
This section describes the datasets used in our experiment, the details of our experimental setup and our evaluation outcomes. We assembled a target dataset of two different fine-grained and two different coarse datasets. We have used ImageNet as the source dataset. Fine-grained datasets used in this work are 102 Flowers [23] having 102 categories of different flowers with 8189 images and CUB 200-2011 [40] having 200 types of birds with 11788 images in total. The Coarse or mixed semantic datasets used are Caltech-256 [11] with 30607 images having 256 categories and Pascal VOC-07 [8] having 20 different classes with 9963 images. A split of 75% is used for training and rest 25% for testing. The selected fine-grained sets have semantic labels far away from those used for optimizing the pre-trained CNN while the coarse sets have semantic labels that are subsets of source dataset. Selection of these target datasets is inspired from the interest to investigate the effect of parameter fine-tuning in proposed depth augmented networks for datasets that have similar and dissimilar semantic composition compared to source dataset. ImageNet trained N th layer's output is only effective for datasets that are semantic subsets of ImageNet [1] . This finding intrigued us to investigate whether parameter fine-tuning with depth aug- mentation after classification layer assists in increasing performance for datasets which have less semantic similarity with source set. For our experiments the basic architectures of AlexNet [18] and VGG16 [32] are used. Networks with two different depths are used to observe relation between parameter fine-tuning and depth of source network. As described in previous sections in our experimental schemes, AlexNet and VGG16 have 8 and 16 transferred layers respectively. For augmenting the training dataset, input images from training sets are first randomly cropped, horizontally flipped and then normalized. CNNs are designed to take square images as inputs. Therefore, to match the input dimension of the network, square patches are randomly cropped from the image. Preserving the aspect ratio of the image cropped patches are then resized to the input size of the networks. For testing, center instead of random crop of the image is taken followed by resizing.
CUB 200-2011 102 Flowers
VOC-07
9.4 -0.1 1.8 4.8 3.8 Table 2 : Improvement in accuracy (%) of proposed depth-augmented network with fully-connected classification layer from transfer learning with fully-connected classification layer and SVM [1] 
Comparison With Contemporary Approaches
Results shown in Figures 2 and 3 present that fine-tuning with layer N is more efficient than utilizing external classifier (SVM). Table 2 shows performance improvement of fine-tuning with layer N is higher compared to SVM approach. Therefore, we increased depth after N th layer and fine-tuned. For comparing our proposed depth augmented networks with normal fine-tuning, we evaluate them using our designed incremental fine-tuning scheme. Outcomes of experiments with new layers L N +1 and L N +2 consisting 2048 and 1024 neurons respectively are shown in Figure 4 and 5. We observe that networks of two different depth (AlexNet and VGG16) outperform normal finetuning for all selected datasets when new layers are appended. In addition, Figure 2 presents more clear view of significant improvements by our depth augmented networks. For fine-grained datasets, our proposed approach outperforms normal fine-tuning by 6.7% for AlexNet and 5.4% for VGG16 in average ash shown in Table 3 . In the case of coarse datasets which have more semantic similarity with the source set, the performance increases by 9.3% for AlexNet and 8.7% for VGG16 than normal fine-tuning. This indicates that increasing depth beyond N th layer encourages better learning of new tasks. To further validate Table 5 : Comparison of our depth augmented fine-tuned VGG16 module with contemporary fine-tuning approaches.
our claim, Table 4 and 5 summarizes classification performance comparison with different existing transfer learning techniques from literature. The best outcomes among various combinations of our depth augmented AlexNet and VGG16 evaluated by our incremental fine-tuning scheme are shown. For other approaches the performance gap created between our implementation and that reported by them is due to different target sets, train-test splits, network architectures and iterations. Note that we have used similar hyper-parameters, iterations and train-test splits for all approaches in Table 4 and 5 to maintain a fair comparison. Results show that our approach to grow network depth capacity outperforms other baselines. These empirical outcomes prove our claim of the presence of pre-trained classification layer in increasing model capacity is effective for adjusting network to target tasks. To better understand the robustness of our approach, diagnostic experiments having the number of augmented units for AlexNet and VGG16 are shown in Table 6 . The diagnostic outcomes show that all of these variations of depth augmented networks significantly outperform normal fine-tuning. We evaluate our approach in all target sets, only two of them are depicted here for simplicity. The results on other target sets also consistent to this trend. The performance increases until the size of augmented layer is 2048 whereas it shows a marginal diminution when it reaches to 4096. Fine-tuning without initial convolution layers perform better than other cases.
Normalization Is Essential
To evaluate the claim by [41] that additional scaling is beneficial but inessential, we execute diagnostic experiments with FC8-1024 combination as shown in Table 7 . The results for CUB indicate that without normalization followed by scaling scheme, the improvement of our depth augmented network is around 2% compared to normal finetuning, and more than 6% otherwise. Similar significant Table 6 : Layer wise fine-tuned depth augmented networks. Here, C and CB denotes convolution layer and block respectively. Here, FC8-2048 denotes new layer with 2048 neurons appended after FC8.
performance boost noticed in other datasets after increasing network depth is fuelled by batch normalization. Therefore, we claim that normalization is essential for depth augmented networks and only naively appending layers do not always help network to adapt better.
Multiple Layer Augmentation
Appending multiple new layer after classification layer yielded even better results than our growing scheme with single new layer which clearly indicates that increasing network capacity incrementally help network to generalize more on target sets. Note that this incremental depth augmentation requires careful normalization in between newly appended layers. It is proven once again that pre-trained 1000-way classification layer holds prominent high level features which are capable of propagating learned knowledge to multiple newly appended layers. Table 8 shows a summary of our multiple layer augmentation experiments for FC8-2048-1024 combination. That shows increasing network incrementally by augmenting depth is a stable parameterization for improving performance.
Deep Inside Fine-tuning
Our fine-tuning scheme for the proposed depth augmented network and the fixed capacity network depicted in Figures 4 and 5 initiate several interesting findings. Our empirical results prove Azizpour et al.'s [1] claim (i.e. FC8 features are only efficient for target sets which are subsets of ImageNet's semantic labels) to be sub-optimal. We observe that FC8 features when fine-tuned with depth augmented layer outperform the normal fine-tuned FC6 and FC7 features. This signifies that fine-tuning with sufficient network capacity paves the way to learn better for layers that do not possess rich pre-trained features. Therefore, presence of pre-trained classification layer for increasing network depth is highly important for fine-tuning tasks for both subsets and not subsets of ImageNet semantic labels. Another intriguing finding is that fine-tuning the whole network except the highly generic layers (which hold gabor filters or colour blobs as stated by [43] ) performs the best among all other combinations. This observation differs from their [43] claim that tuning FC1 and FC2 do not harm transfer learning. The intuition is that fine-tuning these generic layers might introduce noisy or unwanted modifications to the module. That is updating parameters would force the network to learn target sets generic features which are already learned from source set. Fine-tuning procedure has much less data and iterations than training from scratch which might not let huge number learned parameters of highly generic layers find another such equilibrium. Figure 4 portrays that for all selected target sets, starting fine-tuning from the third convolution layer yields the highest test accuracy. Apparently, Figure 5 also holds this similarity for convolution block 3. This gives an interesting insight that convolution blocks 1 and 2 of VGG16 might hold generic features or features that are highly in equilibrium because tuning them drops the performance.
Feature Visualization
We plot tSNE depending on the semantic category to understand the interrelation of learned features by implementing standard tSNE algorithm [20] . Figure 6 shows feature space of the normal fine-tuned FC7 (4096 dimensional) layer, FC7 (4096 dimensional), FC8 (1000-dimensional) and FC9 (2048 dimensional) layers of our depth augmented AlexNet. Apparently, Figure 6 (a) shows normal fine-tuning improves a bit of semantic separation of the pre-trained network while FC7 features (Figure 6 (b) tuned in our approach demonstrates significantly more clear semantic clusters because of increasing network capacity. Layer FC8 (Figure.6(c) ) and FC9 features ( Figure.6(d) ) exhibit even better semantic cluster which help the proposed module to catch prominent features for classification from fine-tuning and that is compatible with improved target task performance.
Analyzing Learning Rate
Wang et al. [41] report that they increase the learn rate of newly appended layer by 10 times more the than global rate. They provide no further reasoning behind choosing this value. To investigate their finding in a broader range, we experiment by increasing the learn rate of new layers by N ew LR × Global LR , where Global LR = 0.005 i.e. global learn rate and N ew LR ∈ {5, 10, 15, 40}. For evaluating these experiments with incremental learn rate at every iter- Figure 7 : Learn rate of newly appended layers for achieving correct classification performance in CUB 200-2011 dataset using AlexNet. X-axis denotes X ∈ {5, 10, 15, ..40} times greater than global rate. ation, we follow the same fine-tuning scheme. Our experiments tend to relate the increment of learn rate to the size of the appended layer and similarity between source and target sets as shown in Figure 7 . More precisely, appending 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096 neurons tend to perform better when their learn rates are increased in the range of (5-10), (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) , (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) and (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) times global rate respectively. This can be attributed to the fact that more FC neurons introduced in module need greater learn rate to keep pace with the pre-existing units. Our empirical results also demonstrate that new layers introduced in module for target sets which have more semantic label similarity with source set desire for comparatively less increment of learn rate than distant target sets. Therefore, we claim there is no optimal increment for all combinations rather it depends on target set and size of appended layer.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a depth augmented network for transfer learning that increases its depth capacity beyond pre-trained classification layer subsequent to demonstrating that this layer is efficient for fine-tuning. We provide in-depth analysis to prove our hypothesis and demonstrate by thorough experimentation that classification layer is vital to proposed network for transfer learning. To evaluate proposed approach, we design an incremental fine-tuning scheme to execute diagnostic layer wise fine-tuning. Our evaluation of proposed approach on different benchmark datasets shows that growing layers beyond classification layer outperforms existing transfer learning approaches. Moreover, we observe from diagnostic analysis that depth augmentation requires normalization followed by scaling scheme to tune pre-trained and new parameters at a steady speed to encourage better transfer learning. Our incremental fine-tuning scheme portrays a interesting outcome that fine-tuning except highly generic layers perform best in target tasks. In addition we notice that increasing network depth by appending multiple layers facilitate network to learn even better by increasing representational capacity. Finally, we find that newly appended layers desire for greater learn rate than existing layers. Our empirical analysis show learn rate of transferred layers depend on target dataset and number of FC neurons introduced in the layer itself.
